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We performed a tree-based analysis of trilobite postembryonic development in a sample of 60 species for which quantitative data

on segmentation and growth increments between putative successive instars are available, and that spans much of the temporal,

phylogenetic, and habitat range of the group. Three developmental traits were investigated: the developmental mode of trunk

segmentation, the average per-molt growth rate, and the conformity to a constant per-molt growth rate (Dyar’s rule), for which

an original metric was devised. Growth rates are within the normal range with respect to other arthropods and show overall

conformity to Dyar’s rule. Randomization tests indicate statistically significant phylogenetic signal for growth in early juveniles

but not in later stages. Among five evolutionary models fit via maximum likelihood, one in which growth rates vary independently

among species, analogous to Brownian motion on a star phylogeny, is the best supported in all ontogenetic stages, although a

model with a single, stationary peak to which growth rates are attracted also garners nontrivial support. These results are not

consistent with unbounded, Brownian-motion-like evolutionary dynamics, but instead suggest the influence of an adaptive zone.

Our results suggest that developmental traits in trilobites were relatively labile during evolutionary history.

KEY WORDS: Evolutionary trends, fossil arthropods, growth, molt cycle, ontogeny, phylogenetic signal.

Ontogenetic series of extinct species add to the knowledge of

developmental diversity derived from studies of living organ-

isms, and can provide evidence for the phylogenetically basal

developmental character states of major clades. They serve a

critical role in defining the polarity of evolutionary change

in development by revealing how ontogeny has itself evolved

(e.g., Waloszek and Maas 2005; Long et al. 2009; Harvey et

al. 2010). Moreover, the study of fossilized ontogenies can

also provide insights into how developmental processes have

affected evolution. Evolvability and evolutionary patterns can

be variably influenced by the ways in which different devel-

opmental processes are interrelated, which govern the magni-

tude and direction of phenotypic variation available to selection

(Müller 2007).

Despite the potential of a developmental approach to phe-

notypic evolution in extinct clades, the vagaries of preservation

have resulted in a fossil record of ontogeny that is of variable

quality. Preservational factors hinder our ability to draw general

conclusions about the evolution of development within extinct

clades. However, for certain groups a relatively rich, if patchy,

record of ontogenetic series is currently available (e.g., Smith

2005). This is the case for a major clade of extinct arthropods,

the Trilobita. Early ontogenetic onset of biomineralization in this

clade has resulted in a developmental record that is among the

most comprehensive for any extinct group (Hughes 2007).

Due to their basal phylogenetic position and geological

age, trilobites putatively exhibit traits in their ancestral state for

the Arthropoda, and trilobite ontogeny may thus shed light on
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ancestral features of arthropod development (Hughes et al. 2006).

Moreover, trilobite postembryonic development is characterized

by an early phase of trunk segment addition (hemianamorphic

development) that is also typical of basal clades in all major ex-

tant arthropod lineages (Fusco 2005), possibly representing the

primitive condition for all arthropods (Hughes et al. 2006).

Here we analyze growth patterns in a sample for which quan-

titative data on segmentation and growth increments between pu-

tative successive instars are available, and perform a phylogeny-

based analysis of trilobite postembryonic development. This may

provide some indication of the evolution of early euarthropod

body patterning which, along with consideration of other factors

(e.g., ecological or environmental), may contribute to understand-

ing the evolution of this clade.

Outline of Trilobite Development
Early onset of biomineralization, presumably shortly after hatch-

ing, yields an extended series of gradually changing instars (devel-

opmental stages comprised between two consecutive molts). The

standard trilobite life-history phases are based on the development

of articulating joints between segments (see Hughes et al. 2006).

An anterior set of conjoined segments comprised the cephalon,

thought to have had a stable complement of segments through-

out ontogeny. The trunk region lay posterior to the cephalon and

changed dynamically during ontogeny in both the number of seg-

ments expressed and in the number of articulating joints between

segments. The initial (controversial) biomineralized ontogenetic

phase, the phaselus period, is known in few taxa, and the earliest

widely recognized phase of trilobite ontogeny is the protaspid

period, during which all body segments (both cephalic and trunk)

formed an undivided shield (Chatterton and Speyer 1997; Fig. 1).

This period typically embraced a small number of instars. Later

instars were characterized by the appearance of a series of articu-

lations, the first of which occurred at the cephalon-trunk boundary.

The appearance of cephalic-trunk articulation marked en-

try into the meraspid period, which divided the shield into two

components, the cephalon and a set of conjoined trunk segments

called the pygidium. During subsequent meraspid molts, new ar-

ticulations developed sequentially between anterior trunk seg-

ments, resulting in an anterior set of articulating trunk segments,

called the thorax, in front of the pygidium (Fig. 1). Throughout

juvenile growth, new trunk segments appeared sequentially in

a subterminal zone within the pygidium, and the expression of

new segments near the rear of the pygidium and release of older

segments at the anterior of the pygidium maintained a rough bal-

ance. The meraspid period was divided into a series of “meraspid

degrees,” defined by the number of freely articulating segments

within the thoracic region. Meraspid degrees did not necessarily

correspond to meraspid instars, as cases of irregular release are

known (Chatterton and Speyer 1997). The rate at which segments

were released into the thorax relative to the rate at which seg-

ments were expressed in the subterminal growth zone determined

the number of segments allocated to the meraspid pygidium,

and varied among species. Progressive release of trunk segments

into the thorax continued until the individual entered the final,

holaspid period of development, characterized by a stable num-

ber of thoracic segments.

Trilobite ontogeny can also be subdivided into an

anamorphic phase, during which new trunk segments appeared at

the rear of the trunk, and a subsequent epimorphic phase, during

which the number of trunk segments remained constant (hemi-

anamorphic development, Minelli et al. 2003). Transition to the

epimorphic phase could precede, coincide with, or follow on-

set of the holaspid period. Accordingly, with respect to the ho-

laspid/epimorphic transition three different developmental modes

have been recognized among trilobites (see below).

Exoskeletal growth in arthropods occurs in a stepwise man-

ner, with postembryonic development paced by the molt cycle. A

constant rate of per-molt size increase, the so-called Dyar’s rule

Figure 1. Schematic representation of trilobite postembryonic development with focus on body segmentation and regionalization

(tagmosis), based on the ontogeny of Shumardia (Conophrys) salopiensis (Stubblefield 1926; Waisfeld et al., 2001). Several variants to

this ontogenetic pattern are known among Trilobita (see text).
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(Dyar 1890), is considered the “null model” for arthropod growth,

and conformity to Dyar’s rule has been reported for portions of

the ontogeny of various trilobites (Chatterton and Speyer 1997;

Fusco et al. 2004). However, due to ontogenetic allometry, differ-

ent characters may exhibit different growth rates within the same

species and ontogenetic phase.

Materials and Methods
DATASET CONSTRUCTION

Quantitative data on growth increments between putative suc-

cessive instars have been published for over 75 trilobite

species, from strata ranging from early Cambrian (∼516 Ma) to

Carboniferous in age (∼322 Ma). These instar series include rep-

resentatives of all trilobite life-history stages, and span a broad

range of environmental settings. Our dataset is based on published

records and our own analyses and includes all papers providing

relevant information known to us published up to March 2009

(Tables S1and S2). Values for linear size traits were extracted

either directly from published data tables, via the digitization of

published graphs, or from our own analyses. For each species,

additional information was recorded on taxonomy, stratigraphic

age, developmental mode, and paleoenvironmental setting (see

below).

We gathered data for all cases in which putative sequential

instars were reported but, in our opinion, some lacked cogent

justification due to small sample size and/or weak criteria for

instar assignment (see Tables S1and S2). For the comparative

analyses presented herein, we employed an inclusive approach

and, after culling, the final dataset includes 60 species, ranging in

age from the early Cambrian to the late Devonian (∼360 Ma, see

Table S1).

SIZE TRAITS THROUGH ONTOGENY

We recorded nine linear measurements. Values consisted of a se-

ries of static morphometric data, each relating to a different instar

and a different set of individuals. For most species, instar assign-

ment involved a criterion independent of size, such as the number

of trunk segments (cross-sectional sensu Cock 1966), whereas

for four species instar assignment was based solely on specimen

size clustering (mixed cross-sectional sensu Cock 1966). All met-

ric measures were transformed into their natural logarithms prior

to statistical treatment, and are here referred to as log-size traits

(sensu Mosimann 1970).

The nine traits are Body Length, Body Width, and a compound

measure of overall Body Size (BoL, BoW, and BoS, respectively),

and analogously for the cephalon (CeL, CeW, and CeS) and py-

gidium (PyL, PyW, and PyS). For each specimen, the compound

measures were calculated as the arithmetic mean of the other two

log-size traits (this is equivalent to the logarithm of the geometric

mean of the original, untransformed size traits). In most analyses,

when only one measure was available for each specimen of that

species, we considered either length, width, or the mean of length

and width measured on different specimens as a proxy for the

compound measure (see Table S1).

Separate cephalic and pygidial measures did not apply to

phaselus and protaspid stages, whereas whole-body measures

have not been considered for meraspid and holaspid stages, as

these are not generally available (complete meraspid or holaspid

exoskeletons are very rare or absent for many of the species).

ADDITIONAL MORPHOLOGICAL TRAITS

The values of these morphological traits refer to the value recorded

at a mature, holaspid stage.

Size CLass (SCL) is a ranked categorical variable with four

classes that designate the approximate maximum body length

observed at maturity: 1 = up to about 1 cm, 2 = from about 1 cm

to about 5 cm, 3 = from about 5 cm to about 10 cm, 4 = larger

than 10 cm.

The other three traits in this group are the Number of THo-

racic segments (NTH), the Number of TRunk segments (NTR)

(thorax plus pygidium), and their ratio (NTH/NTR). These data

are available for 54 of 60 species in the dataset. For 21 species,

NTH and NTR were inferred from close relatives (see Table S1).

NTH and NTR present intraspecific variation in Aulacopleura kon-

incki, from 18 to 22 and from 21 to 27, respectively. We present

calculations using the median value of NTH = 20 and NTR = 24,

but using extreme values (NTH = 18 and NTR = 21, NTH = 22

and NTR = 27) does not alter the results.

DEVELOPMENTAL TRAITS

These morphological data and other information on segment

development have allowed us to define three developmental

traits, which consider the average per-molt growth rate, the on-

togenetic variation of this growth rate, and the mode of trunk

segmentation.

Average per-molt Growth Increment (AGI) is a continuous

variable, the value of which depends on the combined dynamics

of the growth process and the molt cycle. Log-transformation of

a size trait converts the geometric progression expected under the

hypothesis of growth at a constant rate (constant size ratio be-

tween contiguous instars, or Dyar’s rule) into a more statistically

tractable version of the same, that is, a linear progression that

is characterized by a specific, constant per-molt growth incre-

ment (constant log-size difference between contiguous instars).

As conformity to a growth progression at a constant rate cannot

be assumed a priori for all species (see below), a linear regres-

sion cannot be adopted as a general model for estimating average

growth increment of log-size traits in trilobite ontogeny. AGI is

thus calculated as the average log-size increment between pairs
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Figure 2. Geometric significance of the two developmental traits

average per-molt growth increment (AGI, panel A) and index of

conformity to Dyar’s rule (IDC, panel B), as these are calculated on

the basis of the ontogenetic progression of a log-size trait across N

instars (diamonds). Small black dots show the growth progression

at a constant rate for the same final size growth. In panel B, small

empty circles indicate a growth progression where the final size

is obtained in single molt (in the case depicted, the first one) that

represent the maximum discrepancy from a growth progression at

a constant rate. Light and dark gray arrows, respectively, indicate

numerator and denominator in the formulae.

of contiguous instars in the ontogenetic series. This simplifies to

the ratio between the total growth increment and the number of

molts, or

AGI = X̄ N − X̄1

N − 1
,

where X̄ N and X̄1 are the mean log-size of the last (Nth) and the

first instars of the series, respectively, and N is the number of

instars (Fig. 2A). The average per-molt growth rate (AGR) of the

original, untransformed size trait can be simply calculated as the

anti-logarithm of AGI estimate of the corresponding log-size trait.

For details of the estimation of AGI central value and standard

error, see Appendix S1.

Index of conformity to Dyar’s rule (IDC) is a continuous

metric that quantifies the fit of the ontogeny to growth progression

at a constant rate (Dyar’s rule). Because ontogenetic series differ

in the number of instars per series (from 2 to 13) and, within a

series, different instars are generally represented by a different

number of specimens (in the whole dataset, from 1 to 55), it is

not possible to distinguish between structural deviation from a

constant growth model and sampling error with a comparable

level of precision across the whole dataset. Hence, for evaluating

the conformity to Dyar’s rule, we adopted a “coarse-grained”

quantitative approach. We devised a new metric that, for a given

ontogeny, evaluates the extent to which instar average log-size,

calculated on the basis of a constant growth model, is effective at

predicting observed instar average size. The two extreme instars

are excluded, as these are used to calculate AGI. IDC is thus

calculated as

IDC = 1 −
∣
∣X̄C − WC

∣
∣

ρ (N − 2)
,

where X̄C is the observed mean log-size of the instar (Cth) that

presents the maximum deviation from the corresponding expected

mean log-size (WC) under a constant growth, ρ is the calculated

average growth increment (AGI), and N is the number of instars.

The denominator in the right-hand term, ρ(N – 2), represents

the maximum possible deviation from constant growth (Fig. 2B).

IDC applies to growth progression developed on at least three

instars (N>2). It varies between 0 (maximal divergence from

Dyar’s rule, i.e., totality of growth achieved either at the first

or at the last molt) and 1 (perfectly constant growth rate). The

metrics can give negative (i.e., nonsensical) results in the case

of ontogenetic size decrease. IDC calculation can be applied to

a broad range of data structures, as frequently encountered in

meta-analyses of wide taxon-coverage datasets. For details on

the estimation of IDC central value and confidence interval, see

Appendix S1.

Developmental Mode (DM) describes the development of

trunk segmentation. It combines aspects of ontogenetic change

in trunk segment articulation with the scheduling of trunk seg-

ment production (see above). DM has three values: protarthrous,

in which the onset of the holaspid period preceded onset of the

epimorphic phase, synarthromeric, in case of synchronous onset

of both holaspid period and epimorphic phase, and protomeric,

when onset of the epimorphic phase preceded the onset of the

holaspid period (Hughes et al. 2006, Fig. S1). For phylogenetic

analyses, DM has been considered as a semi-quantitative vari-

able (with values scored 0, 1, and 2). Of 60 species in the final

dataset, 39 (65%) yielded ontogenetic sequences that permitted

assessment of developmental mode.

PALEOENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS

We have explored whether trilobite developmental traits can

be related to independent, physical indicators of their paleoen-

vironment. The dataset includes geological information about

EVOLUTION FEBRUARY 2012 3 1 7
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paleoenvironmental setting and a qualitative estimate of avail-

able oxygen level at the seafloor. Our dataset encompasses a

diversity of trilobite morphotypes; almost all of the instars in-

cluded lived benthically (only three species included data from

putatively pelagic protaspid stages). Given the small sample size

available for most of the analyses we attempted, we extracted two,

two-value qualitative variables from this information.

Water Depth (WD) is an indicator that scores either shallow

or deep. Paleoenvironmental settings considered to be “shallow”

include the carbonate platform and inner shelf, whereas those

that were “deep” include back arc basins, slope, and outer shelf

settings (see Table S1).

Oxygen level (OL) is an indicator that scores either nor-

mal or reduced. The degree of confidence in the assessment of

oxygen availability was not very high for 25% of the species (see

Table S1), but in none of these cases was the degree of uncertainty

enough to recommend species exclusion. Thus, all species were

placed in one of the two categories based on our best estimate.

For phylogenetic statistical analyses (see below), both WD

and OL have been considered as semi-quantitative traits (with val-

ues scored 0 and 1). There was a relationship between water depth

and levels of inferred oxygen availability: deeper water settings

were more commonly oxygen depleted than shallow ones. How-

ever, during the Paleozoic this association was quite commonly

decoupled during intervals in which wide portions of the shallow

shelf sea became dysoxic, as indicated by sulphur mineralogy and

sedimentary fabric (Peters 2007; Gill et al. 2011).

PHYLOGENETIC FRAMEWORK (TREE ASSEMBLY)

Topology
Taxa included in this analysis are a haphazard sample of the ap-

proximately 22,000 trilobite species currently recognized to be

valid. Taxon selection was determined by developmental data

availability alone, and thus our sampling is uneven with respect

to both the phylogenetic and temporal diversity of the clade. Al-

though most of the major trilobite clades are represented (except

the recently proposed Order Harpetida, which comprises a small

number of species [Ebach and McNamara 2002]), coverage within

clades is sporadic and some clades, such as Asaphida, only in-

clude members whose form is markedly atypical of the clade as

whole. Nevertheless, species analyzed included at least two rep-

resentatives of all but two of the currently recognized orders, and

with many of the suborders represented by several species. This

haphazard sampling, coupled with incomplete character data for

many of the species in the dataset, precluded formal analyses to

infer the phylogenetic relationships of the species in the dataset.

Accordingly, we have constructed a phylogenetic scheme that is

collated from recent views of trilobite higher level systematics

(e.g., Fortey 1990, 2001; Lieberman and Karim 2010) and phy-

logenetic analysis of particular clades where available (Fig. 3,

Appendix S2). Where alternative topologies have been proposed,

we have preferred those with better taxon sampling and topology

support. Where no phylogenetic analysis has been published, in-

group relationships have been inferred based on consultation with

clade specialists. Our diagram expresses the observation that the

major trilobite classes, many of which have been recognized for

over 100 years, can in most cases be defined as monophyletic en-

tities (clades), although some such as “Ptychopariida” are likely

paraphyletic at best. However, the relationships among the classes

are poorly known, and the degree of resolution shown is evidently

unsatisfactory (see Appendix S2).

Node dating
The stratigraphic age of each terminal taxon was estimated based

on the biostratigraphic information provided in the original pub-

lications or in references therein (see Appendix S2).

TREE-BASED ANALYSES

Phylogenetic signal
Phylogenetic signal is the tendency for related organisms to re-

semble each other, and its presence has implications for under-

standing how traits evolve, and how data are best analyzed in the

context of a phylogeny (Blomberg and Garland 2002; Blomberg

et al. 2003; but see Revell et al. 2008). Phylogenetic signal was

ascertained using a randomization test for the mean-squared error

(MSE) as described in Blomberg et al. (2003, Matlab program

PHYSIG_LL.m, see Appendix S3 for the ASCII format data file

used for these analyses). We also calculated their K-statistic as a

measure of the amount of signal.

Evolutionary model fitting
To understand better the evolutionary dynamics of growth rate,

we fit a set of evolutionary models to the AGI values for the pro-

taspid, meraspid cephalon, and meraspid pygidium datasets. We

considered five distinct evolutionary dynamics: Brownian motion

(BM), accelerating/decelerating evolution, single stationary peak,

uncorrelated white noise, and constant trend models.

Under BM, evolutionary changes are independent, nondi-

rectional, and occur at a constant instantaneous rate, β, through-

out the phylogeny. The accelerating/decelerating evolution model

(ACDC, Blomberg et al. 2003; also known as early burst, Harmon

et al. 2010) is similar, except that the Brownian rate parameter de-

creases or increases exponentially over time as β(t) = β0 exp(rt),

where t is time, β0 is the rate at the root of the tree, and r modu-

lates the change in the BM rate. When r is negative, traits evolve

rapidly at first, but slow over time, as in some notions of adaptive

radiation (Harmon et al. 2010). Positive r values indicate accel-

erating evolutionary rates, as might occur after an innovation or

mass extinction (Blomberg et al. 2003).
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Figure 3. A phylogeny of the 60 trilobite species included in our dataset for which quantitative data on ontogenetic growth progression

are available. Details of the construction of this diagram are given in Appendix S2.

The single stationary peak model is an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck

(OU) process in which a trait value acts as an evolutionary attrac-

tor. In macroevolutionary studies, this attractor has been inter-

preted as the phenotypic center of an adaptive zone (Felsenstein

1988; Garland et al. 1993; Hansen 1997; Butler and King 2004).

In addition to a rate parameter, this model has a parameter α that

measures the strength of attraction to the optimum (see Blomberg

et al. 2003 and Lavin et al. 2008 for an alternative parameteriza-

tion of an OU process). When attraction to the optimum is absent

(α = 0), this process reduces to BM. With increasing values of α,

the influence of the optimum grows more pervasive; at very high

values, taxa are pulled so strongly to the optimum that the sig-

nature of history is erased (Felsenstein 1988; Hansen 1997). The

strength of α can be appreciated by considering the phylogenetic

half-life, the expected time to reduce by half a taxon’s distance to

the optimum, computed as t1/2 = ln(2)/α (Hansen 1997).

The fourth model can be thought of as an extreme version

of an OU process in which the strength of attraction to the opti-

mum is infinitely strong. The resulting trait will be independently

distributed among species, equivalent to BM on an unstructured

(star) phylogeny (BM-star). Because species values are indepen-

dent, this model predicts that traits in sister taxa will be no more

similar than in distant relatives, and thus bear no phylogenetic

signal.

The final model considers BM with a uniform trend in AGI

values over time resulting from a constant bias in the direction

of evolutionary change (Pagel 2002; Hunt and Carrano 2010),

analogous to a phylogenetic regression that includes time since

the root as a predictor of taxon values. In addition to the BM rate,

this model also has a parameter, μ, indicating the directional bias

in evolution, equivalent to the slope of trait values with respect to

time.

Models were fit via maximum likelihood using the func-

tion fitContinuous in the R package geiger (Harmon et al. 2009)

using the model argument set to “BM,” “EB,” “OU,” “white,”

and “trend,” respectively. The standard errors for AGI (see Ap-

pendix) were incorporated into the expected variance of trait val-

ues (see Ives et al. 2007) using the meserr argument to fitCon-

tinuous. BM and BM-star (obtained from the “white” argument)

are the simplest of the candidate models, with only one addi-

tional parameter each beyond the ancestral trait value at the root

of the tree (the estimated value at the root is a parameter in all

the models). Each of the remaining models has three parame-

ters. Small-sample Akaike information criterion scores (AICC)
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were used to balance log-likelihoods and model complexity, and

for convenience, these were converted to Akaike weights that

represent the proportional support received by candidate models

(Burnham and Anderson 2010). Because BM is nested within

all the three-parameter models, we also present ln maximum

likelihood-ratio tests for these models against the null model of

BM.

Initial results suggested that phylogenetic signal for AGI was

modest to absent (see below), and yet the trend model above has

a Brownian-motion like dynamic and so it assumes substantial

phylogenetic signal. Therefore, to test more fully the suggestion

that AGI values trend upward over time (Chatterton et al. 1990,

p. 260), we performed additional analyses of trends comparing

phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) and ordinary least

squares (OLS) regressions of AGI values against age (time since

the root). In the absence of phylogenetic signal, the OLS regres-

sion is a more appropriate assessment of directional change in

trait evolution.

Relation of developmental traits with
paleoenvironmental indicators
Regression analysis was used for testing the association be-

tween developmental traits and paleoenvironmental indicators.

Both PGLS and OLS regressions were computed using the Mat-

lab program REGRESSION version 2.m (Lavin et al. 2008,

see Appendix S3 for the ASCII format data file used for these

analyses).

REMARKS ON SAMPLING

A considerable amount of missing data characterizes our dataset

(Tables S1 and S2). Even excluding the poorly known phaselus

phase, the theoretical number of records for AGI calculation for

60 species is 900 (60 times 15, the number of possible measures, 3

for protaspids + 6 for meraspids + 6 for holaspids), but available

records span only 205 cases (23%). The number of IDC estimates

is even smaller, 117 (13%), principally because IDC cannot be

calculated for two-instar ontogenies, which are very common in

the protaspid dataset. AGI missing data are unevenly distributed

among the three postphaselus developmental phases: there are 93

available records for 180 possible estimates (52%) for protaspids,

92 of 360 (26%) for meraspids, and only 20 of 360 (6%) for ho-

laspids. Completeness is higher when considering the proportion

of species for which growth data are available for any dimen-

sion (length, widths, or both) for protaspids (38 of 60, 63%) and

meraspids (43 of 120, 36%).

Results
DESCRIPTIVE AND CORRELATION STATISTICS OF

DEVELOPMENTAL TRAITS

AGI and AGR
Although all computations and statistics have been carried out

on log-size traits, producing AGI estimates, tabular results are

presented as AGR values as these provide a more intuitive indica-

tion of ontogenetic growth increments (Table 1). AGR values vary

from 1.00, that denotes no growth (values not significantly larger

than 1.0 are recorded for some protaspid and meraspid pygidial

measures), to 2.22 (more than a size doubling per molt, more

frequently approached earlier in ontogeny, in the phaselus and

protaspid phases). Examination of the ontogenetic series for indi-

vidual species indicated little allometry between length and width

measurements of the same body region (either the cephalon or

the pygidium, results not shown), consistent with previous stud-

ies (e.g., Fortey and Morris 1978 Fig. 2B; Clarkson et al. 2003

text-Fig. 6; Lerosey-Aubril and Feist 2005 Fig. 5). Inspection of

Table 1 also suggests that the AGI values for length and width were

generally quite similar, indicating minimal change in proportions

along ontogeny. Allometry is a little more marked in the protaspid

Table 1. Summary statistics for the average per-molt growth rates (AGR, the anti-logarithm of AGI) in different developmental phases,

body regions, and measures. The decimal figures can be read as the percentage per-molt growth increment (e.g., 1.72 = 72%). Here and

in Table 2 the sample sizes of the compound size measures are lower than those presented in Tables 3–6 and Figures 4, 5, 7 because, to

maximize taxon sampling, in those analyses species for which only a single measure was available the length or width value alone was

used as the compound measure value (see Materials and Methods section and Table S1).

Compound size Length Width

Phase/Region Median Range N Median Range N Median Range N

Phaselus body 1.72 1.63–1.80 2 1.83 1.56–2.16 2 1.61 1.51–1.72 2
Protaspid body 1.30 1.05–1.70 27 1.32 1.04–1.77 35 1.25 1.00–2.21 31
Meraspid cephalon 1.18 1.09–1.35 10 1.16 1.09–1.38 18 1.23 1.12–1.83 18
Meraspid pygidium 1.15 1.03–1.33 12 1.14 1.01–1.45 19 1.15 1.06–1.87 15
Holalspid cephalon 1.23 1.22–1.25 2 1.26 1.20–1.84 4 1.25 1.10–1.29 5
Holaspid pygidium 1.23 1.22–1.24 2 1.25 1.17–2.22 3 1.25 1.22–1.33 4
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period (AGI for BoL tends to be slightly larger than that for BoW),

but this is due to the fact that the body measures available for the

protaspid stage included the effect of the ontogenetic increase in

the number of trunk segments (anamorphosis, see below).

Unfortunately, it is rare for the preserved ontogeny of a

species to span both protaspid and meraspid stages, and so AGI

values cannot be compared reliably within species. However,

when AGI frequency distributions of width measures of the two

developmental periods are compared across the pooled samples

(to prevent the anamorphosis effect in the protaspids, see above),

differences between protaspids and meraspids are not statistically

significant (Wilcoxon test on medians between meraspid CeW

and protaspid BoW, P = 0.597). In contrast, length AGI values

are significantly higher in the protaspid than the meraspid stage

(Wilcoxon test on medians between meraspid CeL and protaspid

BoL, P = 0.018), and this is reflected in the different frequency

distributions of the corresponding overall size measures (Fig. 4).

In meraspids, the AGI for CeS and PyS are significantly related

across species (Pearson product moment r = 0.917, N = 12,

P < 0.0001).

We tested whether AGI could be predicted by a developmen-

tal mode. Only meraspid data have been analyzed, as most species

with protaspid data present the same developmental mode (14 of

24 are protomeric, see next). In meraspids, there is no significant

effect of the developmental mode on either AGI traits (both OLS

and PGLS regressions, P > 0.30).

IDC
Conformity to Dyar’s rule values varies in the range 0.07–1.00

(Table 2), but in 79% of the estimates it is larger that 0.80, with

an overall median value of 0.89 (N = 120). In meraspids, IDC

of the cephalon is significantly larger than that of the pygidium,

indicating closer conformity to Dyar’s rule in the head region

(conventional Wilcoxon test on medians, P = 0.014, Fig. 5).

In meraspids, there is no significant effect of the developmental

mode on either IDC traits (both OLS and PGLS regressions,

P > 0.10).
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Figure 4. Frequency distribution of the average per-molt growth

increment (AGI) for protaspid body size (BoS, N = 38, panel A),

meraspid cephalon size (CeS, N = 23, panel B), and meraspid pygid-

ium size (PyS, N = 20, panel C). Sample sizes are larger from those

listed in Table 1 because here, to maximize taxon sampling, when

only one measure was available for the species, either length or

width was considered as a proxy for overall size (see section Ma-

terials and Methods).

DM
Developmental mode, assessed for 39 species of 60, shows a

preponderance of protomeric species (24, 62%) in the dataset.

The other two modes, synarthromeric and protarthrous, are

Table 2. Summary statistics for the index of conformity to Dyar’s rule (IDC), that varies in the closed interval [0–1].

Compound size Length Width

Phase/region Median Range N Median Range N Median Range N

Phaselus body 0.88 1 0.87 1 0.88 1
Protaspid body 0.90 0.18–1.00 15 0.89 0.24–0.96 14 0.92 0.07–1.00 15
Meraspid cephalon 0.94 0.78–1.00 9 0.93 0.88–0.98 10 0.92 0.59–0.99 11
Meraspid pygidium 0.88 0.61–0.96 12 0.79 0.54–0.98 13 0.89 0.65–0.98 11
Holalspid cephalon 0.93 1 0.94 1 0.83 0.75–0.92 2
Holaspid pygidium 0.99 1 0.98 1 0.99 1
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Figure 5. Frequency distribution of the index of conformity to

Dyar’s rule (IDC) for protaspid body size (A, N = 15), meraspid

cephalon size (B, N = 13) and meraspid pygidium size (C, N = 14).

Sample sizes are different from those listed in Table 2 because

here, to maximize taxon sampling, when only one measure was

available for the species, either length or width was considered as

a proxy for overall size (see section Materials and Methods).

represented by eight and seven species each, respectively (20%

and 18%).

PHYLOGENETIC SIGNAL

For the continuous developmental traits, phylogenetic signal was

tested in only three cases, all with respect to AGI, because other

traits/cases lack sufficient sample size (Table 3). The random-

ization test indicates significant phylogenetic signal (P = 0.006,

K = 0.563) for protaspid body size (BoS, Fig. 6) but not for

meraspid cephalon size (CeS) or meraspid pygidium size (PyS)

(Table 3). Developmental mode also shows significant phyloge-

netic signal (randomization P = 0.041), although not as strong

(K = 0.299) as that for protaspid body size.

For comparison to the developmental traits, we also tested

for phylogenetic signal in six other traits, four holaspid characters

(size class (SCL), number of thoracic segments (NTH), number

of trunk segments (NTR) and NTH/NTR ratio), and the two pa-

leoenvironmental indicators (water depth (WD) and oxygen level

(OL)) (Table 3). The randomization test indicates low but statis-

tically significant phylogenetic signal for size class (P = 0.006,

K = 0.182). Likewise the number of thoracic segments, the num-

ber of trunk segments, and their ratio all show low but statistically

significant phylogenetic signal (Table 3). Interestingly, in spite of

the crude nature of the data for water depth and habitat oxygena-

tion (both scored as 0–1 traits), both show phylogenetic signal

(both P < 0.001, K = 0.642 and 0.485, respectively).

Note that in all cases shown in Table 3, the likelihood of the

star is actually higher than that for the specified phylogenetic tree,

which would suggest that the traits do not exhibit phylogenetic

signal. This apparent discrepancy versus the significant random-

ization tests for phylogenetic signal can be explained by at least

two, not-mutually exclusive possibilities. First, comparing likeli-

hoods is not equivalent to testing a null hypothesis of no phyloge-

netic signal. In particular, model fitting can be sensitive to local

departures from the assumed model. For example, although many

closely related pairs of species (i.e., those connected by short

branch lengths) have similar protaspid growth increments (e.g.,

Amphilichas sp. [Ax] and Hemiarges turneri rasettii [Ht], Hyper-

bolochilus cf. marginauctum [Hm] and “Paraplethopeltis” n. sp.

A [Px], Protopliomerella contracta [Pc] and Pseudocybele nasuta

[Pn]; see Fig. 7A), one pair of closely related species, Arthric-

ocephalus chauveaui (Ac) and Duyunaspis duyunensis (Dd), is

strongly dissimilar. This one anomalous pair will strongly reduce

the likelihood of the BM model but have less effect on random-

ization tests, which are expected to be less sensitive to outliers.

Of these two species, A. chauveaui (Ac) has an unusually large

value, as compared with other species nearby in the phylogenetic

tree (Fig. 6). Deleting this one tip changes the results as expected:

the likelihood of the star tree becomes lower than that of the hier-

archical tree (see Table 3). Second, the level of signal, as indicated

by the K statistic, is not large for any trait (compare with values

in Blomberg et al. 2003).

EVOLUTIONARY MODELS

In each AGI dataset, the BM-star model is best supported and

the single peak OU receives secondary but nonnegligible support

(Tables 4–5). For the full protaspid data, the support advantage

of BM-star over OU is only modest (Akaike weights of 0.47 and

0.29, respectively). In all other datasets, BM-star is more deci-

sively favored (Akaike weights > 0.70). This pattern of relative

support is echoed in the parameter estimates for the OU mod-

els (Table 4). In the full protaspid dataset, the estimate of α is

relatively low (0.078), and the resulting phylogenetic half-life is

moderate—about nine million years (Table 4). In contrast, the

remaining datasets yield much higher α values and corresponding

half-lives that are extremely short (1–2 Ma) given the temporal

scale of this phylogeny (Fig. 3). When α is quite high, the OU
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Table 3. Statistics for randomization tests for significance of phylogenetic signal for nine measures as calculated with the Matlab

program PHYSIG_LL.m (Blomberg et al. 2003). The phylogenetic tree is shown in Figure 3. Significant results for the randomization test

of the mean squared error (MSE; lower values indicate better fit of tree to data) on the phylogenetic tree indicate the presence of

phylogenetic signal. K-statistics indicate the amount of phylogenetic signal relative to a Brownian motion expectation of 1.00 (Blomberg

et al. 2003). For analyses here and in Tables 4–6, growth (AGI) values were computed from lengths, widths, or their average if both were

available, and thus the sample sizes do not match those in Table 1 (see text).

MSE P for
Trait Abbreviation N K MSE star signal lnML lnMLstar

protaspid Body Size AGI BoS 38 0.563 0.0277 0.0225 0.006 14.6995 18.6471
protaspid Body Size AGI (Ac deleted) BoS 37 0.623 0.0226 0.0227 0.003 18.1006 18.0403
protaspid Body Size AGI (Tl deleted) BoS 37 0.210 0.0210 0.0149 0.008 19.4465 25.8196
protaspid Body Size AGI (Tl, Dr, Op deleted) BoS 35 0.164 0.0208 0.0111 0.079 18.6276 29.6217
meraspid Cephalon Size AGI CeS 23 0.125 0.0326 0.0124 0.370 7.2375 18.3244
meraspid Cephalon Size AGI (Tv deleted) CeS 22 0.099 0.0189 0.0053 0.348 12.9320 27.0054
meraspid Pygidium Size AGI PyS 20 0.100 0.0851 0.0201 0.842 −3.2233 11.1918
meraspid Pygidium Size AGI (Tv deleted) PyS 19 0.135 0.0429 0.0096 0.812 3.4678 17.6771
Developmental Mode DM 39 0.299 0.9479 0.6208 0.041 −53.7891 −45.5350
Size Class SCL 60 0.182 1.1550 0.7850 0.006 −88.9437 −77.3818
Number of Thoracic Segments NTH 54 0.294 56.208 52.288 0.042 −184.903 −182.951
Number of Trunk Segments NTR 54 0.261 51.961 47.008 0.010 −182.781 −180.077
NTH/NTR 54 0.178 0.0447 0.0293 0.008 7.7943 19.1578
Water Depth WD 60 0.715 0.1307 0.2542 <0.001 −23.5964 −43.5475
Oxygen Level OL 60 0.491 0.1131 0.1989 <0.001 −19.2516 −36.1790

Figure 6. Protaspid body size AGI plotted onto the phylogenetic tree. Circle diameters are proportional to AGI values. Labels refer to

species names, and branch lengths are proportional to absolute time (see Fig. 3). As shown in Table 3, this trait exhibits statistically

significant phylogenetic signal.
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Figure 7. Scatter plots of developmental traits versus taxon age

(Ma) for protaspid body size (A, N = 38), meraspid cephalon size

(B, N = 23), and meraspid pygidium size (C, N = 20). The decreas-

ing trends with time are nonsignificant. See Table 4 for statistical

analyses and Table S1 for species labels.

process converges with BM-star, and these two models therefore

have very similar ln maximum likelihoods (Table 4). Because the

single peak OU has an extra parameter, AICC favors BM-star

when the two models have nearly equal likelihoods (Table 5).

These patterns of relative model fit and the parameter estimates

for the OU model are consistent with the calculations of phylo-

genetic signal (Table 3): all approaches suggest greater presence

of phylogenetic similarity in the protaspid than in the meraspid

datasets.

The ACDC model receives moderate support for the full

protaspid dataset, but this is largely driven by a single early-

appearing taxon, Tsunyidiscus longquanensis (Tl) (Fig. 7A) that

has unusually large growth between instars. Omitting this taxon,

either singly (results not shown) or with two additional outlier

taxa, results in much lower relative support for the ACDC model

(Tables 4–5).

BM-like evolution along the tree shown in Figure 3 is poorly

supported in all datasets (Tables 4–5); its Akaike weight is always

negligible, and likelihood ratio tests consistently reject BM in

favor of the single peak OU model (all P < 0.005, Table 5). BM

with a trend offers only slight gains in likelihood over BM in

exchange for its additional parameter (Table 4), and equivalent

PGLS regressions do not find significant relationships between

AGI and time (Table 6). There is some support for trends of

decreasing AGI values over time when phylogeny is ignored,

indicating a dynamic similar to BM-star but with a decreasing

trend. But this result only holds when outlying taxa are removed,

and even then only in two of the three AGI datasets (Table 6), so

it should be treated with caution.

RELATION OF DEVELOPMENTAL TRAITS TO

PALEOENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS

There is no indication of an association between DM and OL

(OLS regression, lnML = −44.468, F = 2.08, P = 0.158; PGLS

regression, lnML = −53.185, F = 1.17, P = 0.286), but DM is

related to WD (OLS regression, lnML = −41.379, F = 8.79,

P = 0.005; PGLS regression, lnML = −52.038, F = 3.48,

P = 0.070). This result may have biological significance but we

cannot rule out preservational bias in shallow water (see Appendix

S4): protomeric developmental mode is dominant in shallow wa-

ter (protomeric:synarthromeric:protarthrous = 15:1:1, but in deep

water the three developmental modes are equally represented =
9:7:6).

Relations with continuous developmental traits cannot be

reliably tested in protaspids, as most of these species (26 of 38)

are from the same paleoenvironment (carbonate platform, OL =
normal, WD = shallow). For meraspids, none of the relationships

with the two paleoenvironmental indicators are significant for

either AGI or IDC in either OLS or PGLS regressions (P > 0.50,

results not shown).
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Table 4. Model fitting results for average per-molt growth increment (AGI). See text for parameter explanations. In parentheses after

the OU α parameter is the equivalent phylogenetic half-life in Ma, which is a measure of how rapidly phylogenetic signal decays (see

text). For each dataset, there were one to three outlying datapoints. Analyses were repeated after excluding these outliers. See Table 5

for comparisons of model fit statistics.

BM- Single Trend ACDC OU
star BM ACDC Peak OU Trend parameter parameter parameter

Trait N lnML lnML lnML lnML lnML (μ) (r) (α)

Protaspid AGI 38 18.89 15.50 19.24 19.60 16.46 −0.0019 −0.021 0.078 (8.9)
Protaspid AGI 35 29.88 19.95 20.51 29.88 20.75 −0.0016 −0.010 57.3 (0.01)
Meraspid Cephalon AGI 23 18.32 7.33 7.33 18.77 7.34 0.0004 0 0.32 (2.19)
Meraspid Cephalon AGI 22 26.99 13.26 14.23 27.20 13.26 5.6e−06 −0.012 0.69 (1.01)
Meraspid Pygidium AGI 20 11.19 −3.16 −3.16 11.32 −3.06 −0.0011 0 0.55 (1.26)
Meraspid Pygidium AGI 19 17.68 3.74 8.97 18.12 4.08 −0.0013 −0.027 0.51 (1.36)

lnML = ln maximum likelihood; BM = Brownian motion; ACDC = accelerating or decelerating evolution; OU = Ornstein–Uhlenbeck; N = sample size.

Table 5. Comparing the fit among models presented in Table 4. After sample size (N), the next five columns are Akaike weights computed

from AICc scores (best-supported model in bold). Last three columns report likelihood ratio (LR) tests. Given are the test statistic values,

equal to twice the difference in log-likelihood between each model and BM, along with the relevant P value from a χ2 distribution with

one degree of freedom.

Akaike weights LR test vs. BM

Trait N BM-star BM ACDC Single Peak OU Trend Trend ACDC Single Peak OU

Protaspid AGI 38 0.47 0.02 0.21 0.29 0.01 1.92 7.49∗ 8.22∗

P = 0.17 P = 0.006 P = 0.004
Protaspid AGI 35 0.77 0 0 0.23 0 1.59 1.12 19.85∗

P = 0.20 P = 0.29 P = 8.4e-6
Meraspid Cephalon AGI 23 0.71 0 0 0.29 0 0.028 0.00 22.89∗

P = 0.86 P = 1.0 P = 1.7e-6
Meraspid Cephalon AGI 22 0.76 0 0 0.24 0 0.00 1.94 27.87∗

P = 0.99 P = 0.16 P = 1.3e-7
Meraspid Pygidium AGI 20 0.78 0 0 0.22 0 0.20 0.00 28.95∗

P = 0.65 P = 1.0 P = 7.4e-8
Meraspid Pygidium AGI 19 0.74 0 0 0.26 0 0.68 10.45∗ 28.76∗

P = 0.41 P = 0.001 P = 8.2e-8

Discussion
SOURCES OF ERROR

This study is a synthetic analysis of multiple data sources, and

errors in parameter estimates in the original data cannot be ac-

counted for easily. Failure to account for measurement error can

have major effects on statistically analyses, including those that in-

corporate phylogenetic information (Ives et al. 2007; Felsenstein

2008). However, due to the disparity of methods and approaches

used in the original works, it is improbable that our dataset con-

tains systematic errors. This does not exclude the possibility of

error in our individual estimates, in particular for species repre-

sented by small samples or short ontogenetic series.

Comparative analysis of trilobite growth patterns requires

that the original, sequential instars have been recognized accu-

rately. Because of their molting habit, trilobite ontogenetic series

are reconstructed by arranging individual specimens in sequences

that show progressive changes in size and shape, and all such

reconstructed series are hypotheses. Although we excluded cases

in which previous claims of instars appeared spurious, it is possi-

ble that some of the growth parameter estimates included in our

dataset are incorrect. However, the presence of a significant frac-

tion of ontogenetic series of high quality (see Table S1), along

with our restrictive criteria of taxon selection, should have kept

the probability of incorrect estimates sufficiently low that de-

scriptive statistics and hypothesis testing were not too adversely

affected.

The phylogenetic scheme employed also imposes a limita-

tion on this study, because it is partially unresolved and has nodes
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Table 6. Statistics for phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) regression and ordinary least squares (OLS) of developmental traits

versus time (Ma from root of the tree) using real branch lengths. For each trait, tests were repeated excluding outliers. Removal of the

outliers led to significant OLS regressions in two cases, but no significant PGLS regression was obtained for any trait. The phylogenetic

tree is shown in Figure 3.

Trait N Model lnML Slope F P

Protaspid Body Size AGI 38 OLS 19.0780 −0.00057 0.83 0.368
PGLS 15.5613 −0.00190 1.67 0.204

35 OLS 34.5565 −0.00163 10.75 0.002
PGLS 19.2570 −0.00162 1.21 0.279

Meraspid Cephalon Size AGI 23 OLS 19.9821 0.00083 3.26 0.085
PGLS 7.2512 0.00040 0.03 0.865

22 OLS 27.0171 0.00005 0.02 0.889
PGLS 12.9320 0.00001 <0.001 >0.99

Meraspid Pygidium Size AGI 20 OLS 11.2852 −0.00025 0.17 0.685
PGLS −3.1236 −0.00109 0.18 0.676

19 OLS 21.2265 −0.00102 7.70 0.013
PGLS 3.7903 −0.00134 0.59 0.453

that are poorly supported (see Appendix S2). Its overall structure

does, however, represent current consensus of trilobite relation-

ships that is based on an explicitly phylogenetic approach (Fortey

1997, 2001). Furthermore, most of the major clades recognized

have been accepted as natural groups for nearly 150 years (Salter

1864), and the in-group relationships shown are supported by phy-

logenetic analyses in many cases. With respect to branch lengths,

as shown in Figure 3, stratigraphic ages of taxa can be considered

as rather well defined.

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES

Growth rates within our sample are within the normal range with

respect to other arthropods (e.g., Cole 1980; Rice 1968), and show

a marked overall conformity to Dyar’s rule (i.e., to a constant per-

molt growth rate). This is partially due to the fact that we analyzed

measures of size along the main axes of the body or body regions

(cranidial length, pygidial width, etc.). Among living arthropods,

more extreme growth values and more consistent deviations from

a constant growth are recorded in more localized body struc-

tures, as for instance in the appendages (e.g., Klingenberg and

Zimmermann 1992).

At face value, our results seem to imply that growth rates

for protaspids exceeded those for meraspids, and this result

is consistent with the conclusion of other studies of trilobites

(e.g., Fortey and Morris 1978; Chatterton et al. 1990) and other

arthropods (e.g., Hartnoll 1982). However, growth rates in pro-

taspids and meraspids are not easily compared directly, because

protaspid length-based growth estimates (body length) include

the anamorphic addition of new trunk segments, whereas those of

the meraspids (based on cephalon and pygidium length) do not

account for the segments progressively allocated to the thorax. A

better comparison can be made between width-based estimates of

protaspid and meraspid growth rates. As these do not differ signif-

icantly, we suggest that trilobite growth rates in the protaspid and

meraspid periods were, in general, of comparable magnitude. This

result is interesting in that it contrasts with the general impression

that growth rates are higher earlier in ontogeny (Chatterton et al.

1990; Fortey and Morris 1978).

Conformity to constant growth rate for the cephalon was, in

general, more marked than that for the pygidium. This is expected

because the growth of the pygidium was commonly more com-

plex than that of the cephalon. The complexity relates to the fact

that premature pygidial growth included not only the growth of

individual segments but also dynamic changes in the number and

complement of segments that formed the structure.

In some asaphide trilobites a particular “metamorphic”

molt shows an anomalous high degree of change in both

morphology and size increment (Chatterton 1980; Speyer and

Chatterton 1990). Under this hypothesis, conformity to Dyar’s

rule is expected to be relatively low for portions of ontogeny that

include the metamorphosis, but no IDC values are available in

our database for ontogenetic series that span the putative meta-

morphoses. However, relatively high growth increments (0.345,

0.496, and 0.531) were recorded between the two instars that de-

marcate metamorphosis in three species (the proetids S. astinii,

D. richteri, and O. prima, respectively).

In meraspids, there is no significant effect of developmental

mode on either AGI or IDC (see Results). This suggests that our

inferences about the behavior of meraspid AGI or IDC are not

biased by the fact that the protomeric condition is preponderant

in our dataset (see below). More importantly, this result suggests

that the mode of development, when considered in terms of the
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combined effects of ontogenetic segment addition and develop-

ment of segment articulation, is independent from the way in

which size growth was paced by the molt cycle.

With regard to DM, in our sample all three developmen-

tal modes are equally represented in deeper water environments,

but protomeric development overwhelmingly dominated in shal-

low water environments. However, the significant relationship be-

tween DM and WD might be taphonomic, rather than biological,

in origin (see Appendix S4).

TREE-BASED ANALYSES

The success of the BM-star and single-peak OU models in ac-

counting for the evolution of AGI is consistent with adaptive

limits to growth increments between molts and inconsistent with

unbounded, diffusion-like evolution. This interpretation with the

OU model is self-evident, but for BM-star it may seem counterin-

tuitive. When BM is better supported when fit to a star phylogeny

than to the specified phylogeny, this means that phylogenetic re-

latedness poorly predicts trait similarity. One mechanism that may

generate this pattern occurs when attraction to a macroevolution-

ary optimum is so strong that it erases the signal of history, and

in fact, as one increases the attraction strength of the OU model

it converges with the BM-star model. Alternatively, large mea-

surement error in the tip data, the phylogenetic topology or the

estimates of branch lengths could also produce this result (see

also Blomberg et al. 2003, Ives et al. 2007).

Several explanations for specific values of per-molt growth

rate have been offered for arthropods, spanning from “externalist”

(e.g., ecological) to “internalist” (e.g., physiological) causes (see

Fusco et al. 2004 and references therein). This issue cannot be

easily investigated in fossils, but undoubtedly the strongly miner-

alized, virtually inextensible, exoskeleton of trilobites could pose

strict limits to intermolt tissue growth (see Nijhout 1994), thus

providing a plausible “internalist” explanation for why AGI vari-

ation was apparently restricted within the limits of a functional

range.

Although the total range and variance of AGI values is sim-

ilar among the different ontogenetic stages (Fig. 4; Levene’s

test for heterogeneity in variance among protaspid, meraspid

cephalon, and meraspid pygidium datasets: F = 0.536, df = 2, 75,

P = 0.58), protaspid AGI shows greater phylogenetic signal and a

correspondingly longer phylogenetic half-life than meraspid AGI,

either in the cephalon or in the pygidium (Table 3, 4). Thus, in

the protaspid period, changes in AGI between ancestor and de-

scendant tended to be modest compared to the total range of AGI

values. This was not true in the meraspid stage, as many close

relatives, such as Trimerocephalus lelievrei and Trimerocephalus

dianopsoides, differ markedly from each other, resulting in rather

little phylogenetic signal in growth increment in this stage.

In principle, these differences in evolutionary pattern be-

tween protaspid and meraspid AGIs could result from differences

in the extent to which they are constrained by physiological or

biomechanical factors, although hypotheses about such proximate

mechanisms are exceedingly difficult to assess in extinct organ-

isms with no obvious extant analogs. Furthermore, the same level

of observed AGI variation in the two periods does not support the

existence of different adaptive limits to growth rates in protaspids

versus meraspids. As an alternative, the same developmental trait

(AGI) could have exhibited different levels of integration with

other traits (e.g., body size or intermolt duration) during the two

ontogenetic periods, reflected in turn in a different pattern of

change. For instance, it is possible that mature body size and the

proportion of trunk segments allocated to the thorax, traits that

certainly had adaptive value and exhibit a significant phyloge-

netic signal (Table 3), were more strictly dependent on meraspid

growth pathways than protaspid growth, thus explaining the rela-

tively higher “evolutionary dynamism” of the former with respect

to latter. Besides, the fact that developmental mode, which ex-

hibits phylogenetic signal, is not related to any growth-related

developmental traits,suggests a certain degree of evolutionary in-

dependence among ontogenetic traits. However, the possibility

that phylogenetic signal is reduced in the meraspid stage because

of greater noise in growth estimates later in ontogeny cannot be

completely dismissed (see also Blomberg et al. 2003; Ives et al.

2007).

The lack of relationship between meraspid AGI and pale-

oenvironment argues against simple environmental determina-

tion of the observed interspecific differences in growth patterns,

at least at the coarse level at which environmental conditions

(water depth, oxygen levels) can be characterized in the present

study.

The generally poor support received by the trend model con-

flicts with Chatterton et al’s. (1990) suggestion that growth incre-

ments tended to increase over trilobite evolution. Even ignoring

this lack of model support, the trend parameter estimates and re-

gression slopes are not consistent with this suggestion: they are

either very close to zero (meraspid cephalon) or negative (pro-

taspid and meraspid pygidium), suggesting decreasing growth

increments over time (Tables 4, 6 and Fig. 7).

Overall, our results suggest that developmental traits in trilo-

bites are relatively labile during evolutionary history (see also

Webster and Zeldtich 2011). This lability may reflect a de-

gree of evolutionary independence among developmental char-

acters. For a given ontogenetic period, size and shape at any

given instar depend on the combination of initial size and shape,

the average per-molt growth rate (i.e., AGI), the distribution of

growth during the period (partially accounted for by IDC) and the

total number of instars in that period (data seldom available). All
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these characters could change independently in evolution, so that

the same phenotypic result (say, certain body proportions in the

mature phase) could be obtained through different ontogenetic

routes. Thus, variation in ontogenetic pathways is not necessary

reflected in variation at certain time points in ontogeny.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present analysis cannot purport to be representative of the

whole trilobite evolutionary history. Taxon sampling is limited

and its composition entirely determined by data availability. An

expanded dataset will permit a more hypothesis-driven approach.

The difficulties in testing Chatterton’s (1980) hypothesis of the

association between metamorphosis and intermolt growth illus-

trates how many additional, high-quality ontogenetic series are

needed before we can test satisfactorily multiple predictive hy-

potheses concerning the generality and taxonomic distribution of

developmental phenomena.

More comprehensive studies of the ontogenies of the best-

preserved species are necessary, in particular those that document

multiple growth stages of the same species, those that incorporate

some of the important taxa absent from our analysis (such as

harpetids and nontrinucleoid “asaphids”), and also those that are

able to examine multiple closely related taxa within individual

clades.

Nevertheless, this study has delineated a “space of devel-

opmental pathways” for this group. An expanded database of

trilobite ontogeny promises significant additional insights into

the details of how developmental characters evolved in an an-

cient, diverse, and rapidly radiating arthropod clade, allowing the

study of evolutionary change at different scales.
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Figure S1 
Developmental modes in trilobites. 
 
 

 
 
Developmental modes in trilobites. This classification combines aspects of ontogenetic change in trunk 
segment articulation (the traditional partition of trilobite ontogeny into the protaspid, meraspid, and holaspid 
phases) with the scheduling of trunk segment production (transition from the anamorphic phase, during 
which new trunk segments appeared at the rear of the trunk, to the epimorphic phase, during which the 
number of trunk segments remained constant). The three developmental modes are: protarthrous, in which 
the onset of the holaspid phase preceded onset of the epimorphic phase, synarthromeric, in case of 
synchronous onset of both phases, and protomeric, when onset of the epimorphic phase preceded the onset 
of the holaspid phase (details in Hughes N.C., Minelli A. & Fusco G. 2006. The ontogeny of trilobite 
segmentation: a comparative approach. Paleobiology, 32: 602-627). 
 
 
 


